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Episode 200 “Tempus Fugite, Part 7”:  The situation is nearing the critical time, the Captains orders are quite definitive, get the crew of the Lampo off of the ship by whatever means necessary.  However what if whatever means that some people could be injured or killed in the process, will they be able to carry out that order?  Meanwhile "elsewhere" a landmark event is occurring, a great milestone mission for the crew of the USS Luna, she has now flown on fully 200 missions, well as long as the crew don't get her blown up this week...  This mission is dedicated to those that make a feat like this possible: The Crew.
=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  Begin Mission  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=
Host CO_Savar says:
::Still in the Ready Room::  Lt: Lieutenant, is there anything we can do for you at the moment?
Lt_Augustus says:
::in the CO's ready room, in massive shock::
MO_Lynch says:
::outside CO's Ready Room think 'the current odds on the Luna  were: 749 believed the rescue of the Lampo  crew was paramount and 1 believed time needed to be reset. Only an insane man would bet on those odds'::
Lt_Augustus says:
::looks at the CO::
XO_Singh says:
:: Enters the bridge after dealing with a minor problem.::
MO_Lynch says:
::steps toward the RR door and rings the chime::
Lt_Augustus says:
CO: Excuse me? Assist me, I just lost my ship and three years of my life, and you ask to assist me?
FCO_Shania says:
::at helm, overseeing the evacuation progress::
CNS_Nhicola says:
@::with Anteac, headed towards the security personnel who just shuttled over to the Lampo::
CMO_McDonald says:
@:: standing there trying to open his mind up and get a sense on anyone ::
Lt_Augustus says:
::Tries to stand taller, and survey the room and atmosphere, trying to gain his composure::
Lt_Augustus says:
CO: I should say thanks for the assistance Captain, I am grateful for that.  Truly I am.
XO_Singh says:
:: Notices the captain is not about.::  FCO: What is our current status?
Host CO_Savar says:
Lt: Please take what time you need.  I will make available to you computer records and access.  I do not believe the losses were significant... other than yours, of course.  When you feel ready, we can contact Starfleet and have you reassigned.
Host Anteac says:
@CNS: Will you try and take the ship by force?
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Anteac: It's not my decision to make. I wouldn't know how to make those kinds of plans. I'm a counselor. That's why we need to get to the rest of the Luna crew members.
FCO_Shania says:
XO: The evacuation has finally gotten underway. The first shuttle should dock in a few minutes. Cargo Bay 4 has been cleared for the Lampo crew. Security is standing by.
Lt_Augustus says:
CO: Captain, I shall, but I am an officer first, can I assist you, I mean...keeping busy might help me at a time like this.  I shall if not needed make usage of your computer and or records.  I am a qualified pilot, and a Tactical Officer.
XO_Singh says:
FCO: Are we unable to use the shuttles as a relay from the Lampo to the Luna?
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Anteac: I have a silent way that I can contact Commander McDonald to meet us with the people that the captain told us to see. May I?
Host CO_Savar says:
::Nods::  Lt: Very well.  I could use an experienced hand with tactical.  We are evacuating a vessel, and there are security officers aboard who could be coordinated.  When the evacuees arrive, security concerns will also crop up.  I will see to it that you have sufficient computer access.  ::stands::  Please feel free to remain here if you need to
CMO_McDonald says:
@:: Looking around at the controls in ME :: Wondering what he should do here ::
Host CO_Savar says:
::Without another word, he begins to walk towards his door.  As he gets there, they part, and he sees who rang his door chime::  MO: Ah... Doctor.
Host Anteac says:
@CNS: I take it you are a telepath.  ::nods:: Go ahead.
FCO_Shania says:
XO: Relay?
Lt_Augustus says:
CO: Aye sir, that won’t be necessary, the staying here, where do you need me?  Bridge or should I coordinate with the First Officer?
MO_Lynch says:
::nods:: Augustus: Lieutenant.
XO_Singh says:
FCO: Since we cannot beam them straight from the ship there, if the shuttles were in place, they could take the place of a relay station.
Host CO_Savar says:
Lt: I believe the XO is on the Bridge... she can assign more specific duties.
Host Pappas says:
@::looks up and notes the CIV has wandered over to a console away from him and mumbles, spots the CMO:: CMO: So?  How are you going to shut this drive down?
FCO_Shania says:
XO: I think that would take even longer.
CMO_McDonald says:
@Pappas: To be honest I'm not entirely sure. I'm a medical Doctor not an engineer.
XO_Singh says:
:: Frowns:: FCO: Nooo... it would be much quicker then having the shuttles come back with each load.  See if that is possible, especially as time is of the essence.
FCO_Shania says:
XO: Aye aye ::starts checking that::
Lt_Augustus says:
CO: Aye sir ::turns about face and heads to the bridge::
Host CO_Savar says:
MO: What can I do for you?
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Anteac: I'm only a partial telepath, but yes. I need to use the crystal in my bag to assist me. ::reaches in to the Canar:: :braces herself for the pain::
Lt_Augustus says:
::enters the bridge::
MO_Lynch says:
::watches the Lieutenant go and then enters the room::  CO: Captain.  ::steps toward the desk::
Host Pappas says:
@::mumbles something:: CMO: Well don't you have engineers that can talk you through the procedure?
Lt_Augustus says:
XO: LT Augustus reporting for duty
MO_Lynch says:
CO: I was wondering what we are going to do about all the obvious infractions on the Temporal Prime Directive?
CMO_McDonald says:
@Pappas: Yes I do I will attempt to now.
Host CO_Savar says:
::Steps back into the room letting the door shut::
Host Anteac says:
@::Watches the CNS, fascinated::
XO_Singh says:
:: Blinks and turns around to see a stranger, frowning:: Lt: Ummm... you have orders?
CMO_McDonald says:
@ *XO*: Is there an engineer that can walk me through shutting down the slipstream drive?
Lt_Augustus says:
::smiles at the XO::
Host CO_Savar says:
MO: What do you mean?  The Temporal Prime Directive refers to Starfleet vessels traveling back in time and avoiding corrupting the timeline as we know it.
CNS_Nhicola says:
@~~~CMO: Can you hear me?~~~ ::headache gets a little worse, but not as bad as she expected::
MO_Lynch says:
::nods::  CO: Is the Excelsior class vessel out there Starfleet?  ::knowing the answer::
CMO_McDonald says:
@~~~CNS: Loud and very clear. What can I do for you!~~~
Lt_Augustus says:
XO: Yes, however, they are more than a little outdated, I am assisting with the authorization of the Captain, I was aboard the shuttle that was just saved
XO_Singh says:
:: Lifts a hand to stall the new officer.:: *CMO*: I am not quite sure.  I myself went through the data sent us, which was more theoretical then practical. Let me check.
Lt_Augustus says:
XO: And besides they were authorizing leave to attend a funeral.  I am from or was from the IKS QIb
XO_Singh says:
FCO: Contact engineering and see if anyone can be of help for doctor McDonald.
Host Pappas says:
@::stalks round the slipstream core with an angry look on his face::
XO_Singh says:
:: Turns to Augustus her eyes opening wide::  Lt: QIb?  :: shakes head::  I left the bridge for just a moment.  What did the captain authorize you in?
Lt_Augustus says:
::looks around the bridge taking in all the stations and sounds, not to mention lighting::
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Anteac: I'm getting through. ~~~CMO: I'm with Anteac. His people want to evacuate, but he says that Pappas won't let them. I can't sense, because that takes more than I have left, but I believe him. We need your help. He wants to try to get everyone out by force in one shot, but I don't think it will work. We need a plan.~~~
Host CO_Savar says:
MO: The ship originally was a Starfleet experiment.  Precedent from previous incidents of time travel of this nature would have use attempt to reintegrate the former officers and their descendants back into society
FCO_Shania says:
XO: Aye aye ::contacts Engineering::
Lt_Augustus says:
XO: I am or was the OPS aboard the IKS QIb, and have been in Tactical, and served as QIb's CTO , minored in Science at the academy
CMO_McDonald says:
@~~~CNS: Let me think of something. Tell Anteac to get as many people down to the airlock as possible without arousing suspicion of Pappas~~~
MO_Lynch says:
CO: Is it not the responsibility of Starfleet to set right the wrongs created by a Starfleet Experiment that has had temporal ramifications?
Host CO_Savar says:
::Thinks for a moment::  MO: I believe I understand what you are saying.  You feel that it may be possible that the events with the Lampo were not to come to be, and that we should repair the timeline.
CNS_Nhicola says:
@~~~CMO: That's where we're headed now, because the Captain told me to take him to the security personnel who just arrived. I'll ask if he can get the others down there as well.~~~
Lt_Augustus says:
XO: I would feel comfortable working in the Tactical department
Host EO_Jones says:
*FCO*: Lt Jones here, how can I help you?
CMO_McDonald says:
@~~~CNS: But do it quietly. I don't want to arouse suspicion or anger on Pappas' part~~~
MO_Lynch says:
::nods::  CO: I think we, at the very least, owe it to the crewmembers that have either lost their lives or at least the last 69 years of... Sir.
XO_Singh says:
:: Nods:: Lt: Ensign Tolsen has been manning tactical at the moment, but I could use him better coordinating the incoming crew.  If you will take over there, that would help.
FCO_Shania says:
*EO* The doc needs some assistance with the slipstream drive.
Host CO_Savar says:
MO: What would you have us do, Commander?  Those people have lived nearly seventy years of their lives that we cannot take back from them.  To set things completely 'proper' would require reverse aging them, going back in time and stopping the Lampo's experiment.
Host EO_Jones says:
*FCO*: What sort of assistance?
CNS_Nhicola says:
@~~~CMO: I'll let you know if anything changes. Are you still with Pappas? If not, I may try the combadge next time. If I do try that method, and he is there, just answer "CMO here" instead of with your name. I'll answer "CNS here" likewise, if I can't talk. Is that okay, Sir?~~~
Lt_Augustus says:
XO: Can you make the necessary adjustments to the security protocols giving me access then, and I shall do so, well as soon as you point me to the station sir
MO_Lynch says:
CO: Or it could be as simple as shutting down that Slipstream core...  Perhaps Science could better help in that area.  I'm only speculating.
CMO_McDonald says:
@~~~CNS: Good idea. He is here with me~~~
Lt_Augustus says:
::watches her closely::
XO_Singh says:
:: Steps up to tactical, quietly giving Tolsen new orders as she types in command codes, pulling up Augustus files.::
FCO_Shania says:
*EO* With shutting down the slipstream drive.
Host CO_Savar says:
MO: Perhaps.  However, I ask you to consider... is this the wrong timeline?  Were those events not to occur?  It is not for us to decide... and perhaps, in some parallel universe, those events did NOT occur.
XO_Singh says:
Lt: If you will join me here for the computer to do a retina scan, I will finish the temporary change over.
Lt_Augustus says:
::Follows the XO to the station, noticing her pulling up his file::
Lt_Augustus says:
XO: A quick overview of the situation if you please sir?
Host EO_Jones says:
*FCO*: Shutting it down ::mumbles:: what do I know ab- -  yes ma'am, could you patch me through to him?
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Anteac: Commander McDonald was with Pappas, so it's a good thing that I didn't try to use the combadge. He wants you to try to get as many of your people to the airlock as you can without arousing suspicion. Is that possible? How many could we get down there without him knowing? Is there anywhere that people could hide down there?
MO_Lynch says:
CO: Captain... I understand what you are saying, and if what you are saying is true, then we have to at least try.  If we try and fail then we know this outcome was meant to be.
XO_Singh says:
:: Points him toward the screen for the scan.::  Lt: The Luna along with a couple of other ships were to observe and record data concerning the new slip drive on the Lampo. :: Looks down and types in another code.::
Lt_Augustus says:
::watches the forward view screen;;
Host CO_Savar says:
MO: If we try and fail, the consequences could be worse.  Those people at least still breath and have life.  They are here, and now, and we can save them.  If we attempt to shut down the unstable core, we may banish them to interdimensional time travel forever, or destroy them and the ship.
CNS_Nhicola says:
@::stumbles slightly, as if she suddenly lost her equilibrium for a moment:: ::feels oddly weak and drained, though the headache isn't much worse::
Host Anteac says:
@CNS: If we moved only a few families at a time from certain areas we could probably get about 20% of the crew off before someone noticed... if we are lucky
Lt_Augustus says:
XO: And while watching something went wrong, correct?
XO_Singh says:
Lt: The ship had powered up, left and suddenly stopped a few kilometers away.  We went to find out what had happened and discovered they had somehow been thrown into some kind of time rift.  They have been there for many years and have suddenly reappeared.
FCO_Shania says:
*EO* Will do that ::patches the EO through to the doc::
CNS_Nhicola says:
@::puts the Canar back in the bag:: Anteac: Why do I get the feeling that no matter how bad I think things are, they're actually worse?
MO_Lynch says:
CO: But then that outcome would have been what's meant to be.  I'll let you think about this sir.  ::pauses before turning to leave::  Surely Vulcan logic will have you at least try and contact the Slipstream Project's Leader and ask for any assistance he can provide.
Lt_Augustus says:
::shakes his head::
Host EO_Jones says:
*CMO*: Doctor McDonald?  I understand you need some help shutting down the slipstream core? What’s its current status?
XO_Singh says:
:: Enters the final codes granting him limited access for now.::  Lt: There appears to be a couple of factions on the Lampo: those that want to return and those happy with power who do not.
Host Anteac says:
@::smiles:: CNS: Well you are a telepath
CMO_McDonald says:
@*EO* Jones. It’s still active supplying the ship with power. How do I shut it down and take the ship back to warp power.
Host CO_Savar says:
MO: I will... consider it.
XO_Singh says:
Lt: This area of space is unstable.  Our time is limited.  We are now ferrying people who want to leave over.  However, I believe one of the governing officials may try to put a stop to that. :: Nods toward the station.::  You are now cleared.
Lt_Augustus says:
XO: Factions? What happened in a couple of kilometers?
Lt_Augustus says:
XO: Thank you, are you suggesting that things may be come more dangerous? ::scans the Lampo for weapons activity::
MO_Lynch says:
::nods at the CO:: CO: Sir... I know you well enough as a Commander, I've served with you before.  I trust all your instincts and decisions, and will always  stand by them.  I know you'll make the right choice.  If I may be excused to resume my duties?
Host CO_Savar says:
::Nods::  MO: Thank you for bringing this to my attention
Host EO_Jones says:
::shrugs his shoulders and thinks:: *CMO*: From what we know the computer should do it automatically... what is the computers status?
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Anteac: ::laughs slightly, rather than tip her hand that she can't read him:: I have a suggestion. Why don't we get a few people down there for now, without actually launching the shuttles yet, because it's that many people who will already be down there if we do have to try to do this all in one shot.
MO_Lynch says:
::steps out of the RR passing several members of the bridge as he moves toward the TL::
XO_Singh says:
:: Steps away:: Lt: Of a military nature?  I do not believe they are capable, but they can do a lot of damage with what they have.
XO_Singh says:
FCO: Will using the shuttles as relay stations work?
CMO_McDonald says:
@*EO* It’s online but only at 13% efficiency
FCO_Shania says:
XO: I don't think so.
XO_Singh says:
FCO: Why not?
Host CO_Savar says:
::Follows the MO out of the Ready Room and takes a place on the Bridge::
Lt_Augustus says:
XO: Understood, no weapons activity, but what are the chances of the firing up their engines again?  If they do they could take some of our crew with them,
Host Anteac says:
@CNS: That’s a good idea, there is a main communal centre on this deck, we should be able to get most of the people out while Pappas' people are watching the rest of your teams.
XO_Singh says:
:: Glances at the MO's face and then toward her captain and can guess what might have occurred.::
MO_Lynch says:
::enters the TL and orders it to deck 12::
Lt_Augustus says:
::Continues his scans of the Lampo::
XO_Singh says:
Lt: Right now they are having problems with the slipstream drive.  I believe engineering is trying to help them out.
FCO_Shania says:
XO: Because of the interference from the chroniton particles of the slipstream drive.
XO_Singh says:
FCO: So even close up won't counteract that... pity.  How many do we have aboard now?
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Anteac: Did I understand correctly that he doesn't have any internal sensors? If so, we can hide them on the shuttles themselves.
XO_Singh says:
SO: Silver, how far do the particles reach out to interfere with transporters?
Host CO_Savar says:
FCO: Has the evacuation begun?
FCO_Shania says:
XO: The first shuttle landed.
Lt_Augustus says:
XO: Can we use our cargo transporters?
Host EO_Jones says:
*CMO*: 13%!  No wonder its not shutting the thing down, it doesn't have enough power... ::thinks:: ... co-ordinate with the FCO, see if she can tie you into the Luna's computer system, the increased processing power might be enough to do it.
FCO_Shania says:
CO: Yes, it has.
Host CO_Savar says:
FCO: How many have been evacuated so far?
CMO_McDonald says:
@*EO* Gotcha. *FCO* Can you tie into the Lampo’s main computer core?
Lt_Augustus says:
XO: These factions you mentioned, how many factions are there and how many personnel per faction?
FCO_Shania says:
CO: The first shuttle just landed.
MO_Lynch says:
::arrives on Deck 12 and begins heading toward Sickbay::
Host Anteac says:
@CNS: Yes that’s correct, he doesn't have internal sensors, however when we more a lot of people his people will be able to see that they are missing
FCO_Shania says:
*CMO* I can try.
CMO_McDonald says:
@*FCO* Try it for me. And then see if you can shut down the slipstream drive remotely
Lt_Augustus says:
CO: Captain, if I may?  Might I suggest an override, manually or via communication uplink to use gas to knockout the crew of the Lampo giving us a bit more time of unhindered movement for evacuation.
Lt_Augustus says:
CO: I know it is not the norm, however it would seem to make things go easier and faster.
XO_Singh says:
:: Listening to Silver's report, turns to Shania::  FCO: We can still use the shuttles as a type of relay.  They just need to get half way between us and the Lampo for safe beaming.
XO_Singh says:
FCO: About 2000 meters away.
FCO_Shania says:
*CMO* I will try that.
FCO_Shania says:
XO: I let the pilots know then.
Host CO_Savar says:
Lt: That seems a bit excessive, especially since we would have to physically move bodies, instead of having people walk on their own.
Host Pappas says:
@::hears the CMO's comm:: CMO: You are going to try and integrate the computer systems?
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Anteac: Then, the trick will be to only take a few at a time, and only as many as he won't notice. We can fit 112 on the shuttles, along with the pilots and tactical personnel that have been assigned to them.
Lt_Augustus says:
CO: The chroniton particles should not be a hindrance to transportation over short distances use the shuttle transporters as a base in the relay
CMO_McDonald says:
@Pappas: Yes. To see if we can actually shut down the slipstream drive and take the ship back to warp power only.
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Anteac: I just thought of something, but I don't have the technical knowledge to know if it will work or not.
Lt_Augustus says:
CO: Besides sir, there seem to be some bent on not returning and they are going to start to be a problem, and that takes time, and that is the one thing against us sir, time
Host CO_Savar says:
Lt: The transporters are non-functional within the cloud of radiation around the Lampo.  Half way, it might be possible to use transporters, but I think gassing the Lampo would be a bad idea.
Host Anteac says:
@CNS: What is it?
Host CO_Savar says:
Lt: Security personnel should deal with those bent on not returning.
Host Pappas says:
@CMO: Our warp core is totally exhausted... if you shut it down then we will be running on backup systems only, and I don’t know if they are still working.
FCO_Shania says:
*CMO* Use the Lampo's comm system to hail the Luna so we can establish the link.
MO_Lynch says:
::arrives in Sickbay and thinks it feels suddenly too quiet::
XO_Singh says:
Transporter chief: Be prepared for continuous beaming for as long as you can... keep a close eye on the system and let me know if we are pushing it.  You will be beaming from our shuttles 2000 kilometers... they will notify you when ready.
Lt_Augustus says:
CO: Sir, I am just giving options, besides the reports I ma reading are stating that some want to keep the vessel, but it needs fixed and they are not helping in the repairs, it would free up Luna personnel to do things at a faster rate
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Anteac: We aren't far from the Luna. Would the shuttles' transporter systems, along with the Luna's be enough to beam those people over, rather than just having them hide in the shuttle?
CMO_McDonald says:
*FCO*: Understood :: walks over to a terminal and initiates the hail ::
Host CO_Savar says:
Lt: Retrieving the Lampo's crew is our first priority.  Repairing the ship is secondary.
Lt_Augustus says:
CO: Removing a person or persons not desiring to do so takes time sir, but I will work on a couple of options sir ::bends down and pulls up an list of Security and Tactical Personnel to start to form response teams::
Lt_Augustus says:
CO: Aye sir
Host Anteac says:
@::thinks for a moment:: CNS: I do not know
FCO_Shania says:
XO: 2 shuttles are in place to function as relay. The rest will continue normal evacuation.
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Anteac: Then I guess you don't know much about holoprojectors, either.
Lt_Augustus says:
CO: Sir an option, we can detain everyone aboard the Lampo, by force if necessary, and evacuate everyone that way.  It will take almost all of your ship security and tactical crew members to accomplish it though
XO_Singh says:
FCO: Excellent
Host Anteac says:
@::shrugs:: CNS: Sorry ::smiles:: We have never had to use them...
Host CO_Savar says:
Lt: An excessive option, to say the least.
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Anteac: I was thinking that we could use the transporters to get the people off, and holoprojectors to make it look like they're still here. Then, we'd only have to worry about the Luna personnel, who we could get off in one shot.
Lt_Augustus says:
CO: sir sometimes that is the best course of action, evacuate the ship, they don’t want to be evacuated, options one take it by full force, option two take it by less force option three leave them alone, I opt for option one, containment and removal, with the lest amount of violence we can use sir
Host Anteac says:
@::smiles sweetly at the CNS:: CNS: If only we had a lot of mobile holoemitters.
FCO_Shania says:
::establishes that link to the Lampo::
Lt_Augustus says:
XO; what are our current rates for total evacuation?

ACTION: The FCO (somehow) able to establish a link between the Luna's and Lampo's computers

XO_Singh says:
:: Looks over at Silver for that answer.::

ACTION: There is a noticeable drop in the computing power of the Luna as it struggles to compensate for the Lampo’s damages systems

MO_Lynch says:
::notes a few computer terminals go off-line in Sickbay::
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Anteac: So it would take a lot of them? I thought just a few from the Luna would be able to be linked somehow to make a crowd. Sorry. I'm a counselor, a telepath, a creative person, and a pretty good pilot, so I had to be bad at something. ::smiles sheepishly::
Lt_Augustus says:
::Notices the computer uplink and the power drainage::
XO_Singh says:
<SO Silver> XO: Our computing power has dropped significantly.
XO_Singh says:
SO: Have all non-essential items shut down.

@ACTION: On the Lampo the ship grumbles and then in a single instance everything goes black as main power fails

MO_Lynch says:
::taps badge::  *FCO* What's going on up there?  A few of my Computer Terminals just went dead.
Host CO_Savar says:
Lt: I agree that the least amount of violence would be appropriate...
SO_Silver says:
XO: Power has failed on the Lampo.
XO_Singh says:
SO: Find out why?
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Anteac: This is our chance. Let's get your people and load up the shuttles in the confusion.
Lt_Augustus says:
XO: I concur, looks like we have a connection with the Lampo, I must advise that any security breaches that may occur from this I will not be able to handle, I am it seems unfamiliar with some of these protocols
CMO_McDonald says:
@::looks around surprised :: ALL: What just happened?

@ACTION:  A few moments later the emergency lights come flicking on but everyone feels lighter on their feet, artificial gravity is failing

FCO_Shania says:
*MO* We've established a link to the Lampo. Tell me if anything important goes out...like life support or something
Host Pappas says:
@::looks angrily at the CMO:: CMO: What have you done to my ship?!
SO_Silver says:
XO: As to your previous question, the crew is thinning out.  We have 100 at the present with another 500 yet to clear.
Lt_Augustus says:
CO: Than sir, can I send some security teams to assist in pacifying the Lampo crew and start bringing them into the cargo areas?
CMO_McDonald says:
@Pappas: I’m not sure. Let me see if I can get main power back online here. It looks like both the slipstream and the warp core just went offline.
MO_Lynch says:
::hearing the FCO's comment:: Self: What do I look like? I'm a doctor not an OPS Officer...

ACTION: On the Luna the sensors finally are able to get a clear reading of the insides of the Lampo, they show massive structural damage but more importantly they show no interference anymore from the slipstream core.

XO_Singh says:
Lt: Do your best with what you have.
XO_Singh says:
<SO Silver> XO: Power outage caused by the FCO's link.
XO_Singh says:
:: Starts to order the linkage cut but stops as Silver goes on..::
Host Anteac says:
@::looks excited as he directs people towards the shuttles:: CNS: are all your days like this?
Lt_Augustus says:
XO: I shall endeavor to do so sir. ::notices that he has clear scans of the Lampo::
SO_Silver says:
XO: I am able to get a clear sensor readings.  I am reading massive structural damage and the slip stream seams to have been shut down... at least I am not picking up any interference.
Lt_Augustus says:
XO: The Lampo is showing massive structural integrity damage, ::stops to listen to Silver's report::
XO_Singh says:
SO/TO: Can you get a lock on the crew?
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Anteac: No, I signed up to talk to people! ::laughs:: ::helping him lead them out there::
Lt_Augustus says:
::attempting transporter locks::
SO_Silver says:
XO: Yes ma'am.
Lt_Augustus says:
XO: Yes we can
Host Pappas says:
@::growls at the CMO and removes a small cylindrical device from his tunic:: CMO: You and your Starfleet will not take my ship from me!!!
XO_Singh says:
CO: With no objection, I think we should just beam them over and deal with the situation later.
CMO_McDonald says:
@Pappas: We have no intention. We just want to get everyone off safely so we can determine what has happened with the slipstream drive.
CNS_Nhicola says:
@*TO_Schmoe*: Nhicola to Schmoe. Can you beam these people over to the Luna, rather than taking the shuttles, so that no one sees them leave? Would that work? Would it take too long?

ACTION: Lt Augustus is able to get multiple transporter locks

Host CO_Savar says:
::Nods::  XO: Do so.  Attempt to lock onto the personnel that Captain MacPherson-Quest reported as the... resistant ones first.  Lt: Deploy security forces to the transporter rooms and cargo bay 4.
XO_Singh says:
CO: From the look of the ship, it is surprising they have managed as long as they have.
XO_Singh says:
SO/TO: You have your orders...
Lt_Augustus says:
XO: Aye sir ::sends the message to Cargo Bay 4 and security to send security immediately to those locations::
Lt_Augustus says:
CO:: Transporter lock achieved should I begin the operation sir
Host Pappas says:
@CMO: I don't believe you... this has all been a plot to get my ship.  Well you can have it... no-one can!!! ::flips the top of the tube he is holding to reveal what looks like a button::
Host CO_Savar says:
Lt: Do so, all transporter systems.
SO_Silver says:
:: Begins beaming of those not close to the Luna crew, leaving that to the security officer.::
Lt_Augustus says:
CO: Aye sir beginning transporter cycle, where do you want Captain MacPhearson and Pappas sir?
CMO_McDonald says:
@Pappas: No sir I assure you its not :: grabs his phaser and readies it ::
XO_Singh says:
FCO: Call back all shuttles and security personnel.
FCO_Shania says:
XO: Aye ::contacts the shuttle pilots::

@ACTION: Throughout the Lampo people simply start vanishing in great swathes as they are beamed to the Luna

CMO_McDonald says:
@:: takes the calculated risk that as Pappas goes limp he won't hit the button :: Fires his phaser on max stun directly into Pappas' chest ::
CNS_Nhicola says:
@<TO_Schmoe> *CNS* It would work and it would take about the same amount of time, maybe less, since we wouldn't have to unload the shuttle. <CNS> *Schmoe* Do it.
MO_T’Neer says:
::begins coordinating the team in the Cargo Hold as Lampo crew begins arriving::
CNS_Nhicola says:
@::the transporters of all of the shuttles join the Luna transporters in beaming people over::
XO_Singh says:
TO: Lock onto those around the doctor and beam them into the brig... make sure they are shielded.
MO_T’Neer says:
::sends a sick child to Sickbay for closer examination::
CNS_Nhicola says:
@::flips out tricorder, trying to scan the corridor and to see if they got everyone in this area moving towards the shuttles::
Lt_Augustus says:
XO: Aye ::Locks on send all to the brig:: Weapons fire in progress
Lt_Augustus says:
::attempts to render phaser fire harmless::

ACTION: The CMO's shot hits Pappas directly in the chest and he hits the floor with an audible "thump", his device rolling harmlessly onto the floor in front of him

CMO_McDonald says:
@*XO* I had to fire at Pappas as he was holding what looked to be a detonator. I would suggest you beam him to a high security brig.
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Anteac: This area's clear. Let's split up. I'll go that way, if that's okay with you.
XO_Singh says:
*CMO*: Already on it... he should be in our brig now.

@ACTION: As if someone had read the CMO's thoughts the body of Pappas disappears in the glow of a transporter beam.

Host Anteac says:
@::nods:: CNS: Thank you.
XO_Singh says:
*CMO*: Prepare to leave the Lampo.  With her power down, we are able to use the transporter.  Don't leave your ship behind though.
CNS_Nhicola says:
@Anteac: And thank you. You could have treated me like a hostage, rather than a comrade. ::smiles and heads off to get more people:: ::head pounding, but enough adrenaline is going through her that she almost doesn't feel like it
CMO_McDonald says:
*XO* Understood.
XO_Singh says:
FCO: And sometimes in the little things, we get lucky.
=/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=    End Mission   =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=  =/\=

